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Abstract—This paper studies the problem of pre-training
for small models, which is essential for many mobile devices.
Current state-of-the-art methods on this problem transfer the
representational knowledge of a large network (as a Teacher) into
a smaller model (as a Student) using self-supervised distillation,
improving the performance of the small model on downstream
tasks. However, existing approaches are insufficient in extracting
the crucial knowledge that is useful for discerning categories
in downstream tasks during the distillation process. In this
paper, for the first time, we introduce language guidance to the
distillation process and propose a new method named Language-
Guided Distillation (LGD) system, which uses category names of
the target downstream task to help refine the knowledge trans-
ferred between the teacher and student. To this end, we utilize
a pre-trained text encoder to extract semantic embeddings from
language and construct a textual semantic space called Textual
Semantics Bank (TSB). Furthermore, we design a Language-
Guided Knowledge Aggregation (LGKA) module to construct the
visual semantic space, also named Visual Semantics Bank (VSB).
The task-related knowledge is transferred by driving a student
encoder to mimic the similarity score distribution inferred by a
teacher over TSB and VSB. Compared with other small models
obtained by either ImageNet pre-training or self-supervised
distillation, experiment results show that the distilled lightweight
model using the proposed LGD method presents state-of-the-
art performance and is validated on various downstream tasks,
including classification, detection, and segmentation. We have
made the code available at https://github.com/mZhenz/LGD.

Index Terms—Lightweight model pre-training, language-
guided distillation, textual semantics bank, visual semantics
banks

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the study of pre-training lightweight (small)
models with both a small number of parameters and fast

inference speed receives increasing attention [1]–[3]. Among
existing small model pre-training methods, the self-supervised
distillation (SSD) [4]–[6] which improves the pre-training
performance of small models with a distillation signal from a
pre-trained large model, has appeared as a promising solution
to this problem, as this pipeline can save the overhead of image
labeling and meanwhile maintain reasonable performance.
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Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of previous self-supervised distillation (SSD) and
the proposed Language-Guided Distillation (LGD) on Imagenet-1k, see more
details in sec. IV-B2. (b) Comparison of using different input texts for LGD
on ImageNet-1k, then fine-tuning on downstream tasks, e.g., classification
on Caltech-256, and segmentation on Cityscapes and ADE20K. Using task-
related category names as the input language for knowledge distillation could
bring constant improvements, see more details in sec. IV-C2.

Hence we follow this pipeline to design a small model pre-
training approach in this work.

Considering the smaller capacity, it is difficult for the
student model to fully mimic the outputs of the large teacher
model. In other words, the student model may not learn
all knowledge of the teacher model. An ideal solution is
to let the student learn partial but essential knowledge of
the teacher, such as the knowledge that is most useful for
distinguishing categories in the target tasks. Unfortunately,
existing SSD methods such as SEED [4] and CompRess [7]
do not consider this. Inspired by the success of Contrastive
Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) [8], which reflects the
value of natural language for enhancing the visual semantic
features, we propose to distill the essential knowledge of the
teacher with the help of language. The reason is that the input
language could be built on the information of the target task,
e.g., the category names in the classification, segmentation, or
detection task. Thus, the textual semantic space is also relevant
to the target task and can naturally help to identify the most
relevant knowledge in the teacher for distillation. Specifically,
we make use of the language with the pre-trained text encoder
to extract semantic embeddings and build a textual semantic
space, also named Textual Semantics Bank (TSB). Utilizing
the proposed TSB to enhance distillation and align the outputs
of the student and teacher in the target-related textual semantic
space can help the lightweight student learn more knowledge
of the teacher.
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However, the textual semantic feature extracted from the
pre-trained text encoder may not be consistent with the corre-
sponding visual feature extracted by the teacher model, which
could result in performance degradation in the distillation
process. To alleviate this issue, we design a Language-Guided
Knowledge Aggregation (LGKA) module to build visual se-
mantic space, also named Visual Semantics Bank (VSB). The
VSB shares the same shape as TSB. During the training
process, the LGKA module takes a visual feature extracted
from the teacher and the TSB as inputs. Then the visual feature
is used to momentum update the corresponding feature in
the VSB. The correspondence is determined by the similarity
between the input visual feature and the TSB. Thus, the VSB
is closer to the real distribution of visual semantics than the
TSB. The outputs of the student and teacher will be aligned
in both the visual and textual semantic spaces.

Therefore, we design two language-guided loss functions.
The first is based on the output consistency constraint of
the teacher and student in the textual semantic space, and
the second is based on consistency loss after mapping the
outputs of the teacher and student to the visual semantic space.
It is worth noting that the TSB is fixed, while the VSB is
continually updated during the training process.

To this end, we propose a Language-Guided Distillation
(LGD) framework, which pre-trains a small model by integrat-
ing language guidance into the distillation process. Despite the
language guidance used, we do not use labels, which is the
same setting as SSD, but only use unlabeled images and self-
determined texts as source data. As shown in Fig. 1, distilling
the same teacher model, the proposed LGD could achieve
much better results on the ImageNet-1K dataset with the help
of input language. Besides, we could take the corresponding
category names according to the target downstream task as
language guidance for distilling processing, rather than the
fixed one, e.g. category names of ImageNet-1K. It also could
bring constant improvements to downstream tasks.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are sum-
marized below:

• We propose a novel Language-Guided Distillation (LGD)
framework, which is the first attempt to introduce lan-
guage guidance into the distillation process to pre-train
the small model.

• A Language-Guided Knowledge Aggregation (LGKA)
module is developed, which uses language to guide
teachers on how to structure the knowledge they pass to
students and constrain the learning scope to improve the
learning effect. Meanwhile, two losses are designed to
maintain the consistency of both the image-to-image and
image-to-text relationships between teacher and student
features.

• Thorough experiments are conducted on six datasets and
six downstream tasks, which shows the small model pre-
trained by the proposed method has better transferability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the related works on small model pre-training,
vision-language model pre-training, and knowledge distilla-
tion respectively. In Section III, we present an overview of
the whole framework, including language-guided knowledge

aggregation, language-aware knowledge transfer, and opti-
mization objectives. In Section IV, extensive experiments and
analysis are presented to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed LGD. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Small Model Pre-training

As a conventional model pre-training way, fully-supervised
pre-training [9] trains a classification network to predict a
fixed set of predetermined object categories on a large-scale
annotated dataset like ImageNet [10]. To alleviate the massive
overhead of annotation, self-supervised learning (SSL) [11]–
[19] aims to dig out good feature representation through the
relationship between data samples without labels. However,
because of the significant performance drop when the model
size decreases, SSD [1], [4], [5], [20] is proposed to improve
the SSL performance on a small model. Specifically, SSD
transfers the learned feature representation from an off-the-
shelf pre-trained large model to the student. However, previous
SSD methods do not consider the gap in feature representation
ability between teacher and student, and they directly transfer
all knowledge from the teacher to the student. In this paper,
we introduce language guidance to distillation process and use
language to constrain the learning scope of the small model.

B. Vision-Language Learning

During the past few years, vision-language learning has
attracted growing attention [8], [21]–[26]. As a milestone,
CLIP [8] learns high-quality image representations by a simple
image text pairing task on a dataset of 400 million (image, text)
pairs collected from the internet. Motivated by CLIP, several
works have emerged to improve the training strategy [27]–
[29] or apply the CLIP method to other domains [30], [31].
However, previous methods directly adopt the CLIP pre-
trained large model to downstream tasks, which is unsuitable
for practical applications due to the significant computation
overhead. In this paper, for the first time, we transfer the visual
and textual representations learned by the CLIP pre-trained
large model to the small model through distillation, which
reveals a new application of the CLIP pre-trained model.

C. Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge distillation usually transfers knowledge from a
large teacher to a small student. Previous methods mainly
fall into three streams: response-based [32]–[34], feature-
based [35]–[37], and relation-based [38], [39]. Previous
works [4], [5], [20] have demonstrated that relation-based
SSD outperforms response-based and feature-based distillation
strategies for self-supervised contrastive pre-trained teacher
models, which targets modeling the relationship between fea-
tures of different samples. Similar to SSL works, CLIP also
adopts a contrastive learning strategy. But the difference is
that CLIP not only models the relationship between image
and image but also between image and language (text), which
previous works have not considered. In this paper, we first
adopt language guidance to knowledge distillation, which
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Fig. 2. The overview of the proposed Language-Guided Distillation (LGD) framework. First, all the textual features are extracted by feeding [text prompt] +
[class] into a pre-trained text encoder and stored in the Textual Semantics Bank (TSB) at one time. Besides, visual features are extracted by feeding unlabeled
images into a pre-trained image encoder (teacher) and the student. Then, a Language-Guided Knowledge Aggregation (LGKA) module is developed to classify
the visual features of each batch by the textual anchors, and maintain a Visual Semantics Bank (VSB) to store centroid features of different categories by
momentum updating. At last, to align the feature similarity between the teacher/student feature and anchor in both textual and visual space, the cross-entropy
loss is adopted to constrain the visual and textual similarity distribution between teacher and student. Best viewed in color.

effectively transfers the relation knowledge of image-to-image
and image-to-text with language guidance.

SSD v.s. LGD. Here we make a comparison of the self-
supervised distillation with the proposed language-guided dis-
tillation. Similarly, they all do not use any label information
for distillation. They all support the self-supervised pre-trained
model (MoCo [12]), weakly-supervised pre-trained model
(CLIP [8]), and fully supervised pre-trained model as the
teacher model. Differently, LGD takes the self-determined
category names (always using the category names from the
downstream task) as language guidance, it does not need
extra manual labor to annotate. Thus, we think it is fair to
compare LGD with other SSD methods. Besides, to evaluate
the generalization ability of the proposed method, we evaluate
our method with the weakly-supervised pre-trained text model
(CLIP text encoder [8]) and self-supervised pre-trained text
model (BERT [40]).

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

The overall framework of the proposed LGD is shown
in Fig. 2, which consists of two major modules: Language-
Guided Knowledge Aggregation (LGKA) and Language-aware
Knowledge Transfer.

Firstly, textual semantic embeddings are extracted by feed-
ing [text prompt] + [class] (e.g. ”a photo of cat”) into the
pre-trained text encoder and stored in the Textual Semantics
Bank (TSB), denoted as L. Here, the semantic embeddings can
be regarded as the clustering centers of the self-determined
categories. Following CLIP [8], the prompt engineering and
feature ensembling are adopted here so that there is only one

textual semantic embedding for each semantic category. Note
that the [class] can be determined by the knowledge required
on downstream task, and textual semantic embeddings only
need to be extracted once. Similar to previous SSD works [4],
[6], unlabeled images after data augmentation are fed into the
image encoder (teacher) and student network.

As mentioned earlier, the textual semantic embeddings ex-
tracted from the pre-trained text encoder may not be consistent
with the corresponding visual feature extracted by the teacher
model. So, the LGKA module is developed to guide the
teacher to build the Visual Semantics Bank (VSB), denoted
as V , which has the same shape as TSB. For each input, the
teacher’s visual feature is classified by the TSB and is used
to momentum update the VSB. Since the input [class] is self-
determined, the user can specify the texts containing different
semantic categories’ knowledge to supervise the teacher to
transfer the knowledge to the student.

Lastly, to align the teacher and student in both visual and
textual space, the similarity of the outputs of the teacher and
student with the feature in TSB and VSB is calculated as the
consistency constraint in both appearance and semantic space.

B. Language-Guided Knowledge Aggregation

In order to transfer related knowledge from the teacher to
the student, the LGKA module is developed to constrain the
learning scope. Specifically, we first treat textual semantics
bank L as a classifier and classify the visual feature zI ex-
tracted by the teacher for each batch, which can be formulated
as

θ = argmax(zI · L), (1)
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where zI ∈ RB×D, L ∈ RD×C and θ ∈ RB×1. The B, D,
C and θ denote batch size, #channels of the output of the
text encoder, the number of self-determined categories, and
the classification results of the teacher’s visual feature, re-
spectively. Note that the categories are customized depending
on the user given [class]. By calculating the similarity, each
image feature will be classified into the most semantically
similar category.

There may be more than one feature in a batch zI that
belongs to the same category, then the average vectors are
computed, which can be formulated as

ziC = mean(zI [θ = i]), (2)

where zC ∈ RD×C denotes the centroid feature of each
semantic category in this batch and i ∈ [0, C − 1]. Note that
only when one category is contained in the batch, its centroid
feature is computed and the visual anchor for this category in
VSB is updated.

At last, the centroid feature of each semantic category zC
will be added to the VSB by momentum updating, which can
be formulated as{

V i ← mV i + (1−m)ziC ,
V i ← ziC(init.),

(3)

where V ∈ RD×C . Similar to [12], m is a momentum coef-
ficient and set to 0.999 as default. When updating the visual
anchor of one semantic category in VSB for the first time,
we directly replace V with zC instead of momentum updating
it, which can produce a better initial point as compared with
updating all classes’ features in VSB from randomly initialized
points.

The proposed VSB has two advantages compared with the
previous method. 1) Memory-friendly. Previous SSD meth-
ods [4], [5], [7] need to maintain a large queue with enough
anchor points to get satisfactory results. Similar to MoCo [12],
the queue length is 65536, containing a large number of similar
features for the same semantic category, consuming a lot of
memory. The proposed VSB only saves the anchor feature for
each semantic category, which is more memory-efficient. 2)
Data-efficient. Since previous SSD methods [4], [7] maintain
a queue to store features, they can only save features in
the neighboring few batches. On the contrary, the proposed
VSB saves whole dataset-aware features through momentum
updating, showing higher data efficiency.

C. Language-aware Knowledge Transfer

As mentioned before, the language information is used to
supervise the optimization of the whole model from both
visual and textual space, to be detailed below.

Visual Space Alignment Loss. After LGKA, the VSB
maintains the visual anchor for measuring the image-to-
image similarity. To align the output of the teacher and the
student in visual space, the cosine similarity scores between
teacher/student feature zT /zS and V are calculated first. And
similar to [4], the teacher feature is added at the end of VSB
to directly align the student with the teacher. Therefore, the
modified VSB is V ′ = [V 0, · · · , V C−1, V C ] with V C = ziT .
The calculation of the similarity score can be formulated as

siT−V =
exp(ziT · V ′/τT )∑
j exp(z

i
T · V ′j/τT )

, (4)

siS−V =
exp(ziS · V ′/τS)∑
j exp(z

i
S · V ′j/τS)

, (5)

where sT−V ∈ R(C+1)×B and sS−V ∈ R(C+1)×B . And τT
and τS is the temperature parameter.

The proposed visual space align loss can be formulated as
the cross entropy between sT−V and sS−V , which can be
formulated as

LV IS = −
B−1∑
i=0

siT−V · logsiS−V , (6)

Textual Space Alignment Loss. When language informa-
tion is introduced, the output of the student should be aligned
with the teacher’s output not only in visual space but also
in textual space. Specifically, to this end, this loss directly
uses textual anchors in TSB to construct the image-to-language
relation, which can be formulated as

siT−L =
exp(ziT · L/τT )∑
j exp(z

i
T · Lj/τT )

, (7)

siS−L =
exp(ziS · L/τS)∑
j exp(z

i
S · Lj/τS)

, (8)

LTEX = −
B−1∑
i=0

siT−L · logsiS−L, (9)

where sT−L ∈ RC×B and sS−L ∈ RC×B denote the
similarity score between extracted feature zT /zS and zL. And
τT and τS is the temperature parameter.

In sum, the total loss is denoted as:

LLGD = αLV IS + (1− α)LTEX , (10)

where α is a hyper-parameter to balance the LV IS and LTEX ,
which sets to 0.5 in our default.

D. Generalize to More Image Encoders

To verify the generalization of the proposed LGD, we at-
tempt to extend the LGD to other pre-trained image encoders,
such as an SSL model, by making corresponding changes to
solve two problems.

The first problem is the mismatch of feature dimensions
between the image encoder and text encoder. For example, the
representation dimension of MoCo [12] and SimSiam [13] is
128-D, while CLIP is 1024-D. Therefore, we add a learnable
MLP layer after the L to downsample the dimension of L
from 1024 to 128. The second one is mode collapse. From
the formula of KL divergence, we can derive that:

LTEX = DKL(sT−L||sS−L) +H(sT−L), (11)

where DKL is the KL-Divergence between similarity scores
of T-L and S-L, and H(sT−L) denotes the entropy of sT−L.
When we minimize LTEX as before, since the TSB L is
constant and zT is learnable (due to the added MLP layer to
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solve the first problem), zT is easy to fall into the suboptimal
solution 0 to make the entropy of sT−L minimal. To solve
this problem, we let the difference between T −L and S −L
mimic the difference between T − V . The total loss can be
formulated as

LLGD =α

B−1∑
i=0

−siT−V · logsiS−V

+ α

B−1∑
i=0

−siT−V · logsiT−L

+ α

B−1∑
i=0

−siT−V · logsiS−L,

(12)

where α is 0.33 in our default. We use the same α for different
parts to keep a balanced contribution from each term in the
total loss function. In this manner, since zT is learnable, the
VSB V is not constant, then 0 will no longer be a suboptimal
solution making the loss function falling into a local minima.
Additionally, learning with this loss function can minimize the
KL-Divergence between similarity scores of T-V and T-L/S-
L, thus achieving the original goal of driving the similarity
score between zS and L mimicking that between zT and L.
By doing so, the distillation process from teacher to student
can be successfully enhanced by the proposed TSB and VSB
without the two problems mentioned above.

E. Text Control on Downstream Tasks

For different downstream tasks and application scenes, the
corresponding category names can be utilized as language
guidance for distilling processing, rather than the fixed one.
With the selected category names and some pre-built tem-
plates, the pre-trained language model can provide specific
semantic knowledge of each category due to its ability to
understand universal text contents. In some open-vocabulary
perception works [41]–[43], task-specific category names can
help refine the image feature and find the patterns with
corresponding semantics. In our setting, taking the scene in
Section III-C as an example, minimizing LTEX is equivalent
to minimizing DKL(sT−L||sS−L). If L is built upon category
names that not match the image data distribution of current
dataset, then values of sT−L in those mismatched dimensions
will always have low values, preventing student networks
from learning useful information from distribution alignment.
When using the selected task-oriented category names, ideal
knowledge transfer can be achieved for each category in
current scenario.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

Dataset and Downstream Tasks. For model pre-training
with the LGD, the ImageNet-1k (IN-1k) [10] dataset is used
as unlabeled source data by abandoning the labels, which
contains 1.28M images for training, and 50,000 images for
validation. Then, we evaluate the pre-trained model on various
downstream tasks, including zero-shot and fully-supervised
classification on the IN-1k and the Caltech-256 (CT-256) [44]

dataset, semi-supervised classification on the IN-1k dataset,
object detection and instance segmentation on the COCO
2017 [45] dataset, long-tailed object detection and instance
segmentation on the LVIS v1 [46] dataset, and semantic
segmentation on the ADE20K [47] and Cityscapes (CS) [48]
datasets.

Teacher-Student Pair. Experiments are mainly conducted
on two pairs of teacher-student models: CLIP pre-trained
ResNet-50 (CLIP RN50) [8] → ResNet-18 (RN18) [49] and
CLIP RN50 [8] → MobileNetV2 (MNV2) [50], representing
knowledge transfer between similar and dissimilar networks
respectively. Besides, we also conduct experiments with differ-
ent teacher networks, such as MoCo RN50 [12] and SimSiam
RN50 [13]. The pre-trained text encoder used is a Trans-
former [51] based encoder that is jointly trained with CLIP
RN50.

Comparison Methods. The proposed LGD is compared
with several small model pre-training methods: 1) fully-
supervised pre-training method, including ImageNet pre-
training [9]; 2) SSD based methods, including SEED [4],
BINGO [5], DisCo [20], and SMD [6].

Implementation Details. The proposed LGD is imple-
mented using the PyTorch framework, and all experiments are
conducted on 8 NVIDIA TESLA V100 GPUs. The distillation
process is trained with a standard SGD optimizer with a
momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay parameter of 1e-4 for
90 and 200 epochs. The initial learning rate is set as 0.03 and
updated by a cosine decay scheduler [52] with 5 warm-up
epochs and a batch size of 256 per GPU.

For transferring to image classification, we conduct the
supervised linear classification on IN-1k and CT-256. For
zero-shot setting, we treat the textual semantics bank L as
a classifier and the predicted category index is calculated
following Eq. 1. In this way, each image feature will be
classified into the most semantically similar category without
training with the corresponding label. For linear-probe setting,
following previous works [4], [12], we train a single linear
layer classifier on top of the frozen network encoder after
distillation or pre-training. For IN-1k dataset, besides fully
supervised learning which utilizes 100% of the training set,
following previous works [5], [11], we evaluate the proposed
method by fine-tuning the student model with 1% and 10%
labeled data as semi-supervised setting. We follow the training
split settings as in previous works for fair comparisons. SGD
optimizer is used to prepare the linear classifier for 100 epochs
with a weight decay of 0. The initial learning rate is set as 30
and is then reduced by a factor of 10 at 60 and 80 epochs.
The results are reported in terms of Top-1 accuracy.

For transferring to object detection and instance segmenta-
tion, we use mmdetection [53] for implementation. We train
Mask-RCNN FPN [54] with RN18 and MNv2 backbone to
evaluate the transferability of the learned features on COCO
2017 and LVIS v1. AdamW [55] optimizer is used to finetune
the whole network for 12 epochs (the default 1x schedule).
The initial learning rate is set as 2e-4 and then reduced by a
factor of 10 at 8 and 11 epochs. To better preserve the pre-
trained weights, we set the learning rate of the image encoder
as 1/10 of the other parameters.
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TABLE I
SEMI/FULLY-SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE IMAGENET-1K (IN-1K) AND CALTECH-256 (CT-256) DATASETS. THE TOP-1 ACCURACY IS

REPORTED.

Method Teacher Student Data Text Epoch
Zero-shot Linear-probe

IN-1k CT-256 IN-1k CT-2561% 10% 100%

MoCo RN50 - - - - - - - - 67.5 -
CLIP RN50 - - - - 58.9 78.1 - - 73.3 -

Super. - RN18 IN-1k - 90 - - - - - 77.1
SEED MoCo RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 - - 37.5 51.1 57.9 78.5

BINGO MoCo RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 - - 42.8 57.5 61.4 79.3
DisCo MoCo RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 - - - - 60.6 -
SMD SimSiam RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 100 - - - - 61.8 -
SEED CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 44.2 62.1 43.1 56.3 62.7 79.5

BINGO CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 45.5 62.3 44.2 59.2 64.0 80.6
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k IN-1k 200 49.5 63.9 53.5 61.7 67.2 82.7
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k IN-1k 90 47.8 62.3 52.9 61.5 66.4 81.6
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k CT-256 90 34.3 65.8 - - - -
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 CT-256 CT-256 90 18.9 66.5 - - - -

Super. - MNv2 IN-1k - 90 - - - - - 77.5
SEED CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 - - 42.2 55.5 63.5 79.1

BINGO CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 - - 43.5 56.9 64.6 80.1
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k IN-1k 200 50.3 64.7 51.9 60.7 67.4 81.3
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k IN-1k 90 48.5 63.0 50.3 59.4 66.3 81.2
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k CT-256 90 35.0 66.8 - - - -
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 CT-256 CT-256 90 19.2 67.4 - - - -

TABLE II
THE RESULTS OF OBJECT DETECTION AND INSTANCE SEGMENTATION ON THE COCO AND LVIS DATASETS, AND THE RESULTS OF SEMANTIC

SEGMENTATION ON THE ADE20K AND CITYSCAPES (CS) DATASETS.

Method Teacher Student Data Text Epoch COCO LVIS ADE20K CS
AP bb APmk AP bb APmk mIoU mIoU

MoCo RN50 - IN-1k - - 38.5 35.1 22.7 21.9 38.9 75.3
CLIP RN50 - WIT - - 39.3 36.8 23.0 22.1 39.6 75.8

Super. - RN18 IN-1k - 90 32.8 31.3 17.5 18.6 33.3 71.3
SEED MoCo RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 33.7 31.8 18.1 19.2 34.0 72.2

BINGO MoCo RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 33.9 32.1 18.4 19.3 34.4 72.3
SEED CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 34.4 32.2 18.9 19.7 34.4 72.8

BINGO CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k - 200 34.6 32.4 19.2 19.9 34.7 73.2
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k IN-1k 90 34.0 32.0 19.7 20.3 34.9 73.7
LGD CLIP RN50 RN18 IN-1k IN-1k 200 35.1 32.9 20.1 20.5 35.3 74.0

Super. - MNv2 IN-1k - 90 27.3 26.4 14.9 14.4 29.7 70.2
SEED MoCo RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 28.1 26.8 15.4 14.8 31.9 70.5

BINGO MoCo RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 28.3 27.0 15.6 15.0 32.2 70.8
SEED CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 28.9 27.4 15.9 16.1 32.2 71.0

BINGO CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k - 200 29.1 27.7 16.0 16.2 32.5 71.3
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k IN-1k 90 28.8 27.5 16.1 16.6 33.8 72.3
LGD CLIP RN50 MNv2 IN-1k IN-1k 200 29.6 28.1 16.2 16.9 33.9 72.3

For semantic segmentation, we use mmsegmentation [56]
for implementation. We train Semantic FPN [57] with RN18
backbone and PSPNet [58] with MNv2 backbone to evaluate
the transferability of learned features on ADE20k and CS.
AdamW [55] optimizer is also used, and we also set the learn-
ing rate of the image encoder as 1/10 of the other parameters.
For MNv2 and RN18 backbone, the initial learning is set as
1e-2 and 1e-4, respectively. For ADE20k and Cityscapes, we
train the model for 160k and 80k iterations, respectively.

B. Main Results
1) Results on Zero-shot Classification.: As shown in Ta-

ble I, we compare our method with previous SSD methods

SEED [4] and BINGO [5] on the ImageNet-1k and Caltech-
256 validation set. The top-1 zero-shot classification accuracy
is reported. We observe that the proposed LGD surpasses
the contrastive SSD methods consistently on all benchmarks,
verifying the effectiveness of the proposed LGD.

To further verify the effect of language guidance, we still
use the same IN-1k as unlabeled image input but change
the input texts to the class of CT-256 for doing experiments.
Significant improvement is observed on both RN18 (+3.5%)
and MNv2 (+3.8%) backbone, which shows that we can
specify the VSB and TSB through the texts to control the
knowledge we want to transfer to the students. Besides, we
use the CT-256 as our unlabeled image input and achieve the
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CLIP RN50 (b) LGD w/ 𝑳𝑽𝑰𝑺 (c) LGD w/ 𝑳𝑻𝑬𝑿 (d) LGD(a) SEED

Fig. 3. The Grad-CAM visualization shows the different attention maps of
distilled RN18 in columns (a)-(d). The first column shows the attention map of
CLIP pre-trained RN50, which is the teacher model. Columns (a)-(d) show the
visualization results of SEED, LGD with only visual space alignment, LGD
with only textual space alignment, and LGD with both losses, respectively.

highest zero-shot accuracy (66.5% and 67.4%) on the CT-256
dataset, which reveals that the consistency of data between
the distillation and downstream tasks will impact the results.
More relevance between the source data used in distillation and
the downstream task brings better downstream performance of
the trained small model. Nevertheless, to fairly compare the
performance of small models transferring to downstream tasks
with other methods, we uniformly use IN-1k as the source data
for distillation or pre-training in the following experiments.

2) Transfer to Semi/Fully-supervised Classification.: Fol-
lowing [4], [5], we evaluate the learned representation on semi-
supervised/fully-supervised classification on IN-1k, where a
fixed 1%, 10% or 100% of IN-1k training data are provided
with the annotations. Besides, to further study whether the
improvement of the learned representations by distillation is
confined to ImageNet, we evaluate the additional classification
dataset CT-256 to study the generalization and transferability
of the feature representation. As shown in Table I, the proposed
LGD has a remarkably 1.2%-9.3% improvement compared
with previous methods.

3) Transfer to Object Detection and Instance Segmenta-
tion.: As shown in Table II, we conduct experiments on
two downstream tasks including object detection and instance
segmentation, on the COCO 2017 and LVIS v1 datasets.
Compared with standard ImageNet supervised pre-training
(Super.), the distilled model pre-trained by the proposed LGD
achieves a large improvement in the same number of training
epochs. On COCO, the RN18 based Mask RCNN shows +1.2
and +0.7 point improvement on AP bb and APmk, respectively.
And the MNv2 based Mask RCNN shows +1.5 and +1.7 point
improvement on AP bb and APmk. Compared with other SSD
methods, our method also shows a significant improvement.
Compared with SEED and BINGO pre-trained RN18, which
is distilled from CLIP RN50, the proposed LGD shows a con-
sistent +0.5 to +0.9 point improvement on COCO. Compared
with the RN18 distilled from MoCo RN50, the proposed LGD
shows a large improvement of +0.8 to +1.7 points. The MNV2
backbone also shows a similar improvement and the detailed

TABLE III
ZERO-SHOT IN-1K TOP-1 ACC.(%) OF THE DISTILLED RN18 WITH

DIFFERENT DISTILLATION STRATEGIES.

Method Loss ZS Top-1

SEED - 44.2
LGD LV IS 45.7
LGD LTEX 47.3
LGD LV IS + LTEX 47.8

TABLE IV
THE RESULTS OF EVALUATING THE TEXT CONTROL ON OTHER

DOWNSTREAM TASKS, INCLUDING LINEAR-PROBE TOP-1 ACC.(%) ON THE
CALTECH-256 (CT-256), AND THE MIOU ON THE CITYSCAPES (CS) AND

ADE20K (ADE).

Method Data Text CT-256 CS ADE

LGD IN-1k IN-1k 81.6 73.7 34.9
LGD IN-1k CT-256 81.9 - -
LGD IN-1k CS - 74.1 -
LGD IN-1k ADE - - 35.2

experiment results can be seen in Table II.
4) Transfer to Semantic Segmentation.: As shown in Ta-

ble II, we conduct semantic segmentation experiments on
the ADE20k and Cityscapes (CS) datasets. Compared with
standard ImageNet supervised pre-training (Super.), the RN18
based Semantic FPN shows +1.6 and +2.4 mIoU improvement
on the two datasets, respectively. Besides, compared with SSD
methods, the proposed LGD also shows significant +0.5 to
+1.8 mIoU improvement. For the MNv2 backbone, it also
shows a similar improvement and the detailed experiment
results can be seen in Table II.

Notably, we observe that the proposed LGD surpasses
the comparative methods, including standard ImageNet pre-
training and previous self-supervised distillation, on all bench-
marks with the same overhead of training time and data
amount. This also proves the generalization ability of the
learned representations from language-guided distillation to a
wide range of data domains and classes.

C. Ablation and Analysis

1) Different Distillation Strategies.: To show the effective-
ness of consistency loss in visual and textual space, we conduct
an ablation study and show results in Table III. We use CLIP
RN50 as the teacher network and report the zero-shot top-1
accuracy on the IN-1k validation set. SEED [4] trains a student
to mimic the similarity score distribution inferred by a teacher
over a set of randomly maintained instances. LV IS and LTEX

are the proposed consistency losses in visual and textual space.
Compared with SEED, the proposed visual constraint LV IS

has a significant +1.5% improvement. With the constraint in
both visual and textual space (LV IS + LTEX ), we can get the
best result of 47.8%.

To further explore the effect of different distillation strate-
gies, the attention maps are visualized by Grad-CAM [59] and
shown in Fig. 3. The proposed LGD has the most accurate
attention maps and the most similar attention area to the
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURE FOR TEACHER AND STUDENT ON

IN-1K TOP-1 ACC.(%).

Method Teacher Student Top-1

CLIP - ViT-B/16 68.3
SEED CLIP RN101 RN18 45.2
LGD CLIP RN101 RN18 50.3
SEED CLIP ViT-B/16 RN18 53.2
LGD CLIP ViT-B/16 RN18 55.9
SEED CLIP ViT-B/16 DeiT-tiny 53.3
LGD CLIP ViT-B/16 DeiT-tiny 56.5

TABLE VI
LINEAR-PROBE IN-1K TOP-1 ACC.(%) OF DISTILLED RN18. LGD IS

COMBINED WITH OTHER SSL PRE-TRAINED IMAGE AND TEXT ENCODER.

Method Image Encoder Text Encoder Top-1

SEED MoCo RN50 - 57.9
SEED+LGD MoCo RN50 CLIP text 59.7
SEED+LGD MoCo RN50 BERTBASE 58.5

SMD SimSiam RN50 - 61.8
SMD+LGD SimSiam RN50 CLIP text 62.1

teacher (CLIP RN50). And we find that if we only apply
constraints in visual space, such as SEED and LV IS , the
student network will pay attention to the general feature
of the category. For example, it will pay attention to the
net and sea when it identifies the fish and shark. Although
images of different categories commonly share these areas,
they can not sufficiently represent the semantic categories
in the downstream task. Besides, with the constraint in both
visual and textual space, the attention map can focus on the
most critical area, such as the animals’ faces.

2) Text Control on More Downstream Tasks: In this section,
we evaluate the text control on more downstream tasks as
shown in Table IV. We firstly distill a small model and then
finetune the distilled small model on the downstream tasks as
described in Section IV-A. In the distillation process, we use
the IN-1k as unlabeled source data and the language prompt
with class names in the downstream tasks as text input. For
example, there are 19 text inputs for Cityscapes, 150 text
inputs for ADE20K, and 256 text inputs for Caltech-256. The
CLIP RN50 and RN18 are selected as the teacher and student
models. And the training epoch is set to 90. Other hyper-
parameters are the same as those introduced in Section IV-A.

Constant improvements are observed on the Caltech-256
(+0.3), Cityscapes (+0.4), and ADE20K (+0.3). It shows that
through the text control, the small model can learn more
useful knowledge from the teacher and perform better on
corresponding downstream tasks.

3) Different Pre-trained Image/Text Encoder.: To evaluate
the generalization of the proposed LGD, we combine LGD
with other SSL pre-trained image or text encoder and show
consistent improvement. Specifically, we introduce LGD into
SEED [4] and SMD [6] as the language supervision module
introduced in the above Section III-D. As shown in Table VI,
SEED + LGD has a significant +1.8% improvement compared
with SEED. And SMD + LGD also has a +0.3% improvement

TABLE VII
TRAINING AND TESTING TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN LGD AND SEED.

Method Pre-training (h) Finetuning (h) Testing (m)

SEED 58.8(200) 14.8 2.5
LGD 36.3(90) / 72.2(200) 14.7 2.7

TABLE VIII
ZERO-SHOT AND LINEAR-PROBE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON

MODELNET40 DATASET. THE OVERALL ACCURACY(%) IS REPORTED.

Method Student Zero-shot Linear-probe

SEED PointMLPElite 78.48 89.90
SEED Transformer-6L 77.31 89.74
LGD PointMLPElite 80.35 91.17
LGD Transformer-6L 79.86 91.26

compared with SMD. Besides, we use BERT [40] as text
encoder, which also shows +0.6% improvement compared
with SEED. Note that in the above experiments, the image
encoder and text encoder are self-supervised and pre-trained
independently, which shows that the proposed LGD also works
on non-joint-trained image and text encoder.

To further verify the applicability of our proposed method
across various architectures, we conduct experiments employ-
ing CLIP RN101 or CLIP ViT-B/16 as teacher and RN18 or
DeiT-tiny as student. As shown in Table V, our proposed LGD
demonstrates remarkable performance compared to SEED [4]
when applied to multiple teacher/student architectures. For
instance, in the cases where we use CLIP ViT-B/16 as teacher
and DeiT-tiny as student, LGD achieves notable improvements
of 3.2% compared with SEED. The results of zero-shot
ImageNet classification demonstrate that LGD can not only
perform well on CNN-based architectures but also show good
performance on other architectures, such as ViTs.

4) Training and testing time analysis: The training and
testing time of our proposed LGD and previous method
SEED [4] is assessed in Table VII. Specifically, both models
are trained for 200 epochs and finetuned for 100 epochs on the
ImageNet1K dataset under the same settings (batch size, num-
ber of GPUs, etc). For testing time, we measure the inference
time required for classifying images in the validation dataset.
Results indicate that under the same number of training epochs
(200), the pre-training time for LGD is longer than that for
SEED. However, it is noteworthy that our method achieves
comparable results with just 90 epochs of training (taking
36.3 hours), as opposed to SEED, which requires 200 epochs
(taking 58.8 hours), as shown in Table I. Therefore, despite
longer pre-training time per epoch, the overall efficiency of
LGD is superior, requiring significantly less training time to
achieve comparable performance. Additionally, the finetuning
and testing time of SEED and LGD is similar, as both methods
only utilize the student network.

5) Results on Tasks other than Image: To demonstrate the
efficacy and generalization ability of the proposed LGD, ex-
tensive experiments are conducted on point cloud classification
task. For teacher network, we select the latest point-language
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Visualization of feature distributions. (a) CLIP RN50 (teacher); (b)
LGD RN18; (c) SEED RN18. Different colors represent data samples of
different classes. Zoom in for details. Best viewed in color.

(a) (b)

Text featureTeacher feature Student feature

Fig. 5. Visualization of feature distributions. (a) LGD; (b) SEED. Different
colors represent different types of features, including teacher feature, student
feature and text feature. The numbers represent the classes of data samples.
Zoom in for details. Best viewed in color.

pre-training framework Point-Bind [60] with I2P-MAE [61]
as the point cloud encoder. For student, a solid lightweight
point cloud encoder PointMLPElite [62] is employed. Besides,
plain transformer network used in [63] with less (6) layers
is also used as student since it has a similar structure with
teacher point cloud encoder. Results are shown in Table VIII.
Compared to the previous method SEED, LGD performs better
on both zero-shot and linear-probe classification on Model-
Net40 dataset. And the improvement is consistent among both
students.

6) Visualization of Feature Distributions: To validate the
effectiveness of LGD in aligning the outputs of the teacher
and student in both the visual and textual semantic spaces, we
visualize the feature distribution of the teacher model (CLIP
RN50) and student model (LGD RN18 & SEED RN18 [4]).
In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the LGD learns more compact
feature distribution than SEED. Due to the model capacity, the
feature distributions of both LGD RN18 and SEED RN18 are
more diverse than that of CLIP RN50. In Fig. 5, the feature
distribution of the image encoder (teacher), text encoder,
and student are shown. It can be observed that the feature
distribution of SEED RN18 is similar to that of the teacher but
has a large gap with the text feature of the text encoder which
contains task-related knowledge . As shown in Fig. 5 (a), with
the constraint in textual space, the feature distributions of LGD
RN18 have some variances to that of the teacher but also have
a matching relationship with the text feature, representing the
combination of knowledge of both visual and textual features.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Language-Guided Distillation (LGD)
for transferring knowledge from a pre-trained large teacher
model, such as CLIP, to a small one. We first use language
guidance to determine which knowledge of the teacher should
be transferred to the students. Then, we propose a language-
guided knowledge aggregation module to maintain language-
guided textual and visual semantic banks. At last, we de-
sign two distillation losses to maintain the consistency of
teacher and student in both visual and textual space. Thorough
experiments show that LGD offers significant performance
improvement on various downstream tasks.

In our study, we find that the LGD performance largely
relies on the joint-trained text and image encoder, while the
performance gain on the non-joint-trained one is relatively
small because of the mismatch between the textual and visual
features. We hope our work could promote the development
of distillation methods to become a new paradigm for small
model pre-training by making full use of the off-the-shelf pre-
trained models.
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